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MISS DILLING'S RECITAL.
To say the harp recital of Miss Mildred
Dilling was wonderful would be putting it
mildly. The crowded auditorium evidenced
the anticipation of the school and commun
ity. Miss Dilling did not leave anything
to be desired in her program, which com
prised works of various schools of music.
The tempo of her Bach was well taken and
maintained with consistent adaptation to
the old classic school of interpretation. The
dreamy noontide with its attendant lassi
tude conveys an i tmosphere which one
readily comprehended in the Arabesque of
Debussy. The Legende brought and fixed
an indelible impression with its love, witch
ery and tragedy.
Three numbers of Hasselman's, whose
works for the harp have never been heard
before by the writer, were well received,
and the artist showed much versatility in
the wonderful technical grasp and varied
mood of these well contrasted numbers.
To make a little hackneyed composition
like Durand's Chaconne alive with tonal
beauty and spell-binding contrast proved
Miss Dilling a veritable sorceress in her
art. Of course she played encores, many
of them, and always something containing
freshness and spontaneity.
A reception was given her by the music
school of Taylor University, following the
recital, and she proved herself delightfuliy
interesting and gracious to those who were
fortunate enough to meet her. The feeling
which she left in the University certainly
promises a return engagement next year.
Renie, her famous Parisian teacher, has
ceitainly put the harp among the other
esthetic, artistic solo instruments.
PROGRAMME.
I.
a.
b.

Bourree
Bach-Saint Saens
Song of the Boatmen on the Volga
Russian Folk Song

c.

The Fountain

Zabel
II.

Legende
H. Renie
:
(After the poem 'les elfes" by
Leconte de Lisle)

a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.

October 25, 1917

III.
Arabesque
Debussy
Chaconne
Durand
Impromptu—Caprice —
Pierne
IV.
Priere.
Patrouille.
Les Lollets
Hasselmans
A. VERNE WESTLAKE.

VISIT OF MRS. McCLURE.
Mrs. R. Reed McClure, traveling secre
tary of the Volunteer Movement, made her
first visit to Taylor, Oct. 14. Mrs. McClure
is a returned missionary from India and
her presentation of the missionary cause
was given with such force and earnestness
th:.t many of the students received a
broader vision of the needs of the people in
the foreign lands.
Saturday afternoon Mrs. McClure ad
dressed the Volunteer Band. Her message
wis filled with inspiration and encourage
ment to those who were looking forward to
the various fields.
How strongly she em
phasized the necessity of our walking daily
in the will of God. We must feel that God
has taken hold upon our lives and that He
rules our whole being.
Every true missionary
must present
him/self a living sacrifice unto God. He
must reach the place where he sees Jesus
only, and then go forth with one purpose
in view, to manifest Christ to the world.
Sunday afternoon Mrs. McClure addres
sed the student body. Those of us who
heard her will never forget the manner in
which she emphasized the students' place
in the evangelization of the world.
The
North American students must offer them
selves for missionary service if the heathen
are to be reached with the Gospel.
This
war will be a great step toward the ad
vancement of missionary work. Formerly
we failed to recognize internationalism and
refused to recognize the brotherhood of
man. We refused to sacrifice our boys and
girls for Christ and the redemption of the
world, but now almost every home is forced
to suffer the sacrifice of young men. Those
who are in the colleges this year are the
(Concluded on Page Four.)
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A LETTER FROM FRANCE.
Our letter this issue is from Kenneth D.
Ayres, who is located "somewhere in
France." Kenneth may be reached at the
following address: Corporal K. Dowe Ayres,
Co. A, 1st Reg. Engineers, American Ex
peditionary Force, via New York.
!The extracts from his letter to home
folks are interesting and they serve to
arouse a desire that the Censor might have
permitted a few satisfying details to es
cape his blue pencil. We must be satisfied
however, with an extreme paucity of news
from the boys who have crossed to France.
— (The Editor.)
American Expeditionary Force.
September 12.
Dear Folks:—I have received mail from
you twice already—-the first time I got four
letters and the next time three. It is about
time for more I think. It takes mail about
three weeks to reacn me.
About the camera you spoke about. I
am not where I could get one and I couldn't
get films if I had a camera, and besides we
are not supposed to take any pictures.
I
sure would like to have the camera if I
could use it, for there are so many inter
esting things to take pictures of.
I don't get out of the office long enough
to see much of the scenery around here,
though. I am busy from the time I get up
until bed time and I can hardly realize
where the time goes to. As you said in
your letter, though, it's a good thing to be
kept so busy for the time goes so much
faster than it does if we have nothing to do.
The only trouble is that I have been too
busy to find any time to write much, but I
am getting caught up with it now and per
haps it won't keep me so busy from now
on and I can write oftener.
You asked about the magazines I would
like. Send the Independent and any other
magazines you get that have good articles
in them. Don't send them until you are
through with them, for it won't matter if
they are a little "stale." They would be,
anyhow, by the time they reached me. If
you think you could send it, I would like
to have some of my Chemistry books. That
(Concluded on Page Four.)
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Drs. Wray and Shaw left last Friday on
their way to hear Dr. N. Dwight Hillis, who
spoke at Indianapolis that evening. He
spoke upon the atrocities of the German
army in France in Belgium. Dr. Hillis has
spent several months at the front and is an
eye-witness to many of the hideous results
of the outrages of the German military
force. He, thru Professors Shaw and Wray,
has profoundly stirred the students of
Taylor.
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Lawrence Gordon, a T. U. student of last
year, visited Taylor for a day or two last
week on his way to Illinois, -where he is to
attend school this year.

Guy N. Smith, of the History department
of last year, is preaching at Virogua, Wis.
He writes that his work is progressing
splendidly.

Are you reading your room-miate's Echo?
Why not subscribe for yourself?

Dr. McMillan and Mr. Wilcox, of Jeru
salem, Ohio, were present at a recent chap
el service. These gentlemen became inter
ested in Taylor through the ministry of Dr.
Vayhinger, who held a meeting in their
city during the summler. Dr. McMillan was
visiting Taylor with the view of finding a
religious school to which to send his son.
In a short speech in chapel he informed us
that Taylor is to be that school.

Mr. Ross Strong, of Shepherdsville,
Michigan, suffered a painful accident on
the gym floor one night last week. In a
practice game of basket ball with the col
lege Juniors, Strong collided with two
other players in such a way as to fracture
his left clavicle. Dr. O. W. Stout was sum
moned to set the break. With the assist
ance of most of the boys on the campus that
act was satisfactorily performed and Ross
now wanders through the halls with one
arm clasped to his breast.
Every one was glad to welcome A. C.
Lee, who arrived Saturday, the 13th. "Alabam" says that he was having too good a
time at home to get to school on time. We
wish we really knew where he was.
Miss Haberman, who taught elementary
Latin last year, is attending the Chicago
Evangelistic Institute this year. She is
preparing for missionary work and has
been elected president of the Volunteer
Band of that school.
The calm and peace of the campus has
been disturbed recently by the muffled
booming of dynamite. The use of explo
sives in loosening the ground for the con
struction of a cistern on the campus west
of the heating plant has attracted consid
erable attention. Many people who clap
their hands to their ears and start at the
discharge of a half-pound of dynamite
would no doubt shuffle off this mortal coil
should they be situated in the midst of the
inferno of modern war.
The following more responsible student
positions and the students filling them are
published for the information of outside
subscribers:
Head Waitress—Miss Sadie Crossen.
Dining Hall Purchasing Agent—G. C.
Dibert.
Book Store Manager—I. J. Roberts.
Postman—M. B. Wilcox.
Head Janitor—Ed. Leisman.

Miss Sarah Harder, former professor of
Greek and advanced Latin, is attending Co
lumbia University this year.

Basil Osborn and Mark McKie left for In
dianapolis Monday morning to be examined
for enlistment in the Indiana Ambulance
Corps, located at Camp Shedby. We miss
you, boys.
Paul Vayhinger is the man behind Tay
lor University's books.
Miss Cnossen,
bookkeeper of last year, is devoting her
time this year to school work and headwaiting, or perhaps we should say, headwaitressing.
Professor Zimmerman is a law unto her
self as far as diet is concerned. She has
deserted the dining table under doctor's or
ders, and is preparing her own meals in
her room at Speicher dorm. Let us rejoice
with them that do rejoice.
"Tim" Williams and Karl E. Puterbaugh
are also in a class by themselves, but not,
we fear, for dietetic reasons. It seems that
"Tim" and "Put" were not satisfied with
the cooking of Mother Giles, neither did
the delicacies and rarities of the "Ye Kolonials" appeal to their epicurean proclivi
ties. Having no other recourse, these two
self-respecting young gentlemen decided to
"bach" it. Their place of abode is directly
above the dining room of the "Ye Kolonials" and the strange noises which the lat
ter gentlemen report as disturbing the quiet
of their meal hours are awe inspiring. Per
haps that strange tapping is "Tim" pound
ing beefsteak.
Perhaps that peculiar
"plush" means that "Put" has dropped an
egg. That crash indicates that the dish
washing process has commenced. We ex
tend our best wishes to these ambitious
young men and trust that they will sur
vive the term.
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CHRONICLE.
Thursday, Oct. 11—The Echo is due, but
is delayed because of the absence of the
advertising manager and consequent lack
of advertising.
Friday, Oct. 12—Miss Mildred Dilling.
the famous harpist, gives a recital in
Skinner Auditorium. Students interested
in the Echo hold a meeting and resolve to
re-organize the Echo company. Professor
Zimmerman arrives at 2:30 a. m. She is
enthusiastically greeted in chapel and
makes her first English 12 announcement.
Saturday, Oct. 13—Mrs. McClure, return
ed missionary from India, speaks in Society
Hall at 4 p. m. "Alabama" Lee arrives from
the Southland. A. C. says he hasn't slept
any for four nights.
Sunday, Oct. 14—Dr. Marble preaches at
the Methodist church in the morning. Mrs.
McClure has charge of the chapel service
in the afternoon and speaks at the Friends
church in the evening.
Monday, Oct. 15—Economics class re
ceives its books. Loud sounds of despair
arise as books are examined. Lee begins
to solicit advertising. The Echo will be out
before long. Ross Strong breaks his clav
icle in basket ball practice. Dr. Stout and
twenty-five students set the fracture.
Tuesday, Oct. 16—-Campus resounds to
the booming of blasting explosives. Chapal
seat assignments are posted for the fir.:t
time.
Wednesday, Oct. 17—Harm goes to chap
el for first time. Dr. MacMillan and Mr.
Wilcox, from Jerusalem, Ohio, are present
in chapel •and both give short talks. Pro
fessor Westlake and Professor Boyer chaperone another crowd to the river.
Thursday, Oct. 18—The Liberty Loan
Scholarship Fund of Taylor University is
launched in chapel.
Henry Schlarb is
elected by the student body as chairman of
the committee.
Friday, Oct. 19—Echo booster day in
chapel. Professor Westlake, Wilcox and
Lee make speeches and subscriptions are
taken for the Echo. Juniors beat the
Freshies in basket ball 20 to 19.
Saturday, Oct. 20—Another bunch goes
to the river.
Sunday, Oct. 21—Professor Shaw speaks
in chapel on the vengeance of God and
Kives slight report from the speech of Dr.
. . Hillis, whom he heard at Indianapo
lis.
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THE APPLICATION OF COLLEGE
SPIRIT.
(H. W. H.-C I.)

What can best be understood from the
title "College Spirit?" Is it that phase of
student life which enables one to appreciate
that some degree of responsibility
has
been placed in him now that he has, for the
first time, severed home ties ? Is it that
air of determination with which he fills his
lungs as he stands at the intersection of the
avenues leading to success or failure and
grits his teeth and clenches his list in a
more determined effort to snatch the pres
ent advantage?
Neither of these. But rather that lighter
phase of life which a student body employs
to cause a newcomer to feel that he is one
of the crowd as he steps from the train, a
Freshman; or that same sentiment expres
sed by men with 'whom' he has been asso
ciated during his school days, whose voices,
raised in singing the Alma Mater, die out
in the distance as he speeds away with his
diploma under his arm.
Every college has it to a greater or less
degree. The ordinary student troubles his
mind but little with such thoughts as a high
standing faculty, or endowed chairs of
learning when he is leafing through cata
logues in search of a school. He takes for
granted that these items will be cared for
by proper authorities. But tell him of the
social life of the institution and you have
a listening ear.
It is the manner in which different ag
gregations handle this spirit that interests
us now. May we take a young men's posi
tion as he enters college this fall? He has
readily been made to realize that, although
enrolled by the college registrar, he is but
a freshman, and as such, no task that an
upper classman might assign to him is too
menial. He wears a little green cap with
a yellow button; lugs a suit case for the
football team; and should he presume to
take a young lady home from an evening's
entertainment, he would undoubtedly be
handed a sealed envelope the next morning
bearing the information that he was to ap
pear at a given spot to receive a hazing as
just deserts for his misdemeanor. Of course
it is his duty to be in attendance at all class
meetings and to resist any effort on the part
of upper classmen to break up the assem
bly. He is encouraged to make studies the
least of his thoughts, notwithstanding the
fact that he has already witnessed a fel

low class member's dismissal as a result of
lax methods. The tide of enthusiasm leaves
no crevice in such instances. He is carried
farther and farther out to sea with every
gust of enthusiasm. Certainly he is amal
gamated into the student body within a few
months, but he can not refrain, in a mo
ment of seclusion, from sitting down and,
with his head between his hands, trying to
steer himself clear of this whirlpool of
thoughts that is surging through his
mind. "College spirit, high life, a modern
university—is this education?" he reasons.
Can one rightly appreciate Mr. Freshman's
position, especially since he commits him
self as being a ministerial student?
How different is it with the youth of like
intentions who has been directed to a
school, say in northeastern Indiana!
Precisely the same motives impel this
student body to incorporate the newcomer
into their society. The respect of their
school is held as lofty as by those in the
other institutions, but the means of this
amalgamation are materially different.
From the moment the new student sets his
foot upon the campus, he readily appre
ciates the cordial reception tendered him.
There is a depth of feeling in the handshake
of the welcoming member which causes him
to realize that although he is but a Fresh
man, there is not a gulf between him and
those who are more favorably situated be
cause of their having been privileged to be
in attendance at least a year prior to his
arrival. An incident will illustrate.
A freshman, upon entering the dining
room for the first
time in this Indiana
school, was shown to a seat at the head of
one of the tables at which were seated stu
dents who had been in attendance there
former years. Rather reluctantly he took
the seat, realizing as he did so that had he
presumed to take such a position in another
school, not a morsel would have been eaten
by the other students until he had with
drawn. How different in this instance when
he was referred to as "Our host!"
The argument so often presented in favor
of the former method is that a high pitch
of excitement must be maintained by ath
letics and hazing to insure a contentment
in college spirit among "old" men and
"new" men alike. But it is the opinion of
one vitally concerned that this means does
not accomplish the result as readily, nor
does it have such lasting qualities as does
the "newer" method.
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(W. P. Lewellyn, Ac. II.)
While one is wandering over the western
prairie, thoughts of the Red Men come
flocking to the mind. Indeed, it is easy to
fancy seeing a band of Indians galloping
madly across the wide, fertile fields to at
tack some unseen foe. However, a scene
of this kind will exist only in the imagin
ation, and the dreamer is likely to be
aroused by the harsh honk of a motor car
with a sturdy, statue-like Westerner at the
wheel.
Such was my pleasure one bright Fourth
of July morning; and after several inquir
ies of the farmer concerning the life and
whereabouts of the Indians, I was directed
to a nearby reservation of a band of the
Sioux.
Arriving there, I found it was located on
the picturesque Minnesota river, which
rumbles and roars over its rocky bed as
though trying to reveal some great secret,
buried in its bosom. One feels sure if it
but had the power of speech, the old stream
could tell of many Indian battles and ro
mances which have occurred along its high,
wooded banks. One can readily fancy why
Longfellow selected a spot on this river
as the scene of his poem "Hiawatha."
My attention was soon turned to the
little, low houses scattered about in the sur
rounding territory. These presented an
old, dilapidated appearance, which corres
ponds with the unkept surroundings. Some
of the elders had erected tepees in their
yards that they might again enjoy the out
door life, as of old. While debating wheth
er or not to approach one of the dwellings,
I observed a little boy manifesting his ra
cial instinct by trying to climb a big elm
tree. He soon gave up the attempt, how
ever, and went galloping off around the
nearest house, evidently imagining himself
transformed into an Indian pony.
As he disappeared, a real pony came into
view, but alas, it was so old and poor that
its youthful rider tried in vain to urge it
into a gallop. The rider himself coughed
frequently, and his sunken eyes as well as
his pallid cheeks told all too plainly that
the great white plague was tightening its
terrible grip slowly but surely upon his
life. A pack of shiftless-looking dogs
rushed out toward him with the evident in
tention of barking, but before reaching him,
their courage had so greatly waned that
after gaping a few times, they threw them
selves panting in the shade of a near-by
tree.
There being nothing more in particular to
attract attention, I approached one of the
houses, and in response to my knock, was
invited in by a long-drawn-out voice, clearly
masculine. I went in and found myself
alone in a bare, dingy room. Observing an
open door on the far side, I proceeded
through it into another room, equally dirty,
but not quite so bare, in which were a man
and two girls. The girls were just giving
the final touches to the packing of a wellfilled basket, and the man was shaving. He
was about fifty years old, tall and straight,
with gray hair, blue eyes, and fair com
plexion.
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I was just trying to imagine an Indian
with these features and comparing him
with his dark-skinned daughters, when he
told me that he was a full-blooded white
man, but had married an Indian squaw and
lived with her people for twenty-five years.
Here the effect of environment was very
evident. He spoke the Sioux language, and
his English was characterized by the Sioux
accent. Later, as he moved about the
room to attend to some minor duty, I ob
served that the long, swinging stride of
the Indians distinguished the walk of this
man, who was, indeed, an Indian in thought,
speech and action. During our conversa
tion I accepted his invitation to join him
and his friends at a celebration, which, in
their humble way, the little family was
preparing to attend. Just why the Indians
should celebrate the Fourth of July is hard
to determine. Probably they themselves
could not give a logical reason for it.
However that may be, we set out, and
after a short walk down the river, reached
a clearing where, I was told, the event was
to take place. Here we were met by two
men, with whom my guide conversed for
a few minutes in the Sioux tongue. One of
these men was a fair specimen of the old
Indian warrior. He was about thirty-five,
tall and wiry, though slightly stooped, and
manifested a spark of ancestral strength
and endurance. His hair was coarse and
black, and his black eyes, dull and somber,
peered from their deep sockets over high,
copper-colored cheeks. A cigarette was
between his thick, protruding lips, .which,
when parted, revealed large, tobacco-stained
teeth.
This man was introduced to me as George
Heapanna. He received me very courteous
ly and took me around to introduce me to
the guests. The elders could not speak
English, yet they shook hands graciously
and chatted freely with my guide. These
appeared in physical characteristics much
as they are pictured by historians and
other writers. Although their warlike spir
it has long since been conquered and sub
dued, they still glory in the memory of
past conquests and happy is the man who
can boast of having taken part in a battle
with the whites.
While the younger generation has ac
quired the white man's speech, he has re
jected most of the good qualities of civi
lization, but eagerly grasped the bad. Dis
sipation showed plainly in their features,
and^that proud, haughty stoicism and that
physical agility of their fathers seemed to
have disappeared entirely.
About two o'clock in the afternoon I was
informed by Mr. Heapanna that dinner was
ready. After following him through a
clump of bushes, I arrived at an open space
under two big oak trees, where a long ta
ble was spread. A seat at the head was
assigned to me. Thoughts of the injuries
received by the red man at the hands of his
white brother began to fill my mind, caus
ing mte to feel a sense of inherited guilt,
when, as if to serve as a reminder of one
great benefaction accepted gladly by these
people from the intruders, the tune of a
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familiar hymn, sung in an unknown tongue,
(Concluded From Page One.)
burst upon my ears. After the singing of
one stanza, a prayer of thanks of some ones upon whom falls the reconstruction of
length, was offered, and several ejaculations the world situation. God is making the
which had the tone of "Amens" sounded whole world plastic and we mtist go in
Jesus' name with the Gospel while the
from various places round the table.
After dinner there were frequent rumors harvest is ripe. God is counting on us. If
of an Indian dance to be given later in the we fail Him, what then?
afternoon, and my curiosity was greatly
In India alone there are 119,000,000 peo
aroused when Heapanna and the white ple who have never heard the story of
man, alter conversing earnestly in low Jesus. 500,000 will go out of this genera
tones, disappeared in the direction of a
tion without Christ unless you and I do our
near-by
cabin.
From
this
direction part. The task before us is colossal, but
at length came frequent rumbling sounds, God is our strength. The young people can
which, I was told, arose from the war be reached. It matters not in what sphere
drum. Evidently it was being tuned.
you have been trained, God can place you
Time hung heavily upon my hands until in His great plan. The greatest claim upon
at length there appeared coming through us is the hunger of the non-Christian people
the timber two forms dressed in yellow for the Gospel of Jesus Christ. God is
clothes, with head feathers, war print, . calling. Shall we obey?
beads and bells. Their long, swinging, agile
'Sunday evening Mrs. McClure addressed
strides kept exact time, and an effort was the people at the Friends church. Again
made at a proud, rigid bearing. In these she brought the need of the work clearly
men it seemed that the old savage spirit of
to our minds.v Since Christ is the power
the Sioux was struggling feebiy for a re of God unto salvation we are debtors to
vival. One carried a tomahawk, and the take the gospel to the wide world.
other the big war drum, which he placed on
A missionary must confront tremendous
the ground in a selected spot. Three men darkness. The physical darkness along with
seated themselves around it, and at once the mental darkness are problems which
there arose a hoarse torn, torn, torn, accom
the missionary must overcome. These pre
panied by weird vocal sounds.
cious souls can be taught. They need the
When the dancers had been worked up
power of God to stir them. Greatest of all
to a high pitch of excitement, they yelling
is the spiritual darkness. The immoral
jumped to their feet, and began to dance
condition of the temples is so terrible that
around in a circle in a rather strange man
the half can not be told. No missionary is
ner. The drum beats grew more savage
at his best under the dreadful conditions
and snappy, the shrieks more piercing, the
unless he has been cleansed in the Blood of
dancers more enthusiastic.
Everybody
Jesus.
seemed living in the ages past, before the
The church that is torn from this dark
spirit and the power of the red man were
broken, when he danced thousands strong ness is a cleansed church. The converted
heathen learn the secret of prayer and in
to the fierce beat of the old torn, torn.
There is something about all this that tercession for others. Gladly do they bear
has a fascinating effect upon the hearer. testimony to the power of God. God honors
The bass-drum beats sink to the very their simple devotion and other souls are
depths of the soul, stirring many slumber reached.
ing emotions, and the weird shrieks make
the occasion seem all the more romantic.
Indeed, the listener is likely to be swept off
his feet and borne far away on the wings
of reverie.
The dance continued, with periods for
rest, throughout the evening, until I was
reminded by the sinking sun of duties to
perform on the following day. Reluctantly
I bade good-bye to my friends and started
for my abode.
When I reached the outskirts of the
wood, in the twilight that evening, above
the chirping of the birds going to roost,
the tinkle of a bell on the leader of a
home-going herd, and the rumble of a dis
tant train, could still be heard clearly and
distinctly, sounding and resounding, the
fierce, savage beat of the old pow-pow. It
was then that the following lines of Scott
came to me irresistibly:
"How few! all weak and withered of their
force,
Wait on the verge of dark eternity."

Individual attention given to all
Students. Dexheimer.
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We should place ourselves in such an at
titude before God that when He calls we
will hear. The obstacles which look so
large across our pathway will fall as we
go w.th the Lord. God will call you if you
give Him a chance. May we draw near
enough to God that we may catch the whi pers of His voice.
WALTER OLIVER, Reporter.

LETTER FROM FRANCE
(Concluded From Page One.)
would give me some good reading for
while.
Now for your part of it, mother.
asked about sending cakes, etc. I

a

You
sure

would enjoy them. Fruit cake would prob
ably keep better than any other kind. You
know it is better the older it gets, so it
would be sure to be good by the time it
reached me. Send me some chocolate once
in a while too.
W\9 are not at the same place we were
when I wrote last. We have had a box car
)ide since then, and are now living in a

1
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small French village. We are billeted with
the people of the village. That is, just a
few of us live in each house, or loft, or
wherever there is room for us. We have a
very nice place for our company office, and
I sleep right here in the office.
This is a very old town. The house where
the office is was built in 1603 and the vil
lage church was built in the 11th century.
Most of the people of the village are refu
gees I think. They are very good to us.
The man who owns this house came in the
other day with a table and two nice chairs
for the office. We had been using boxes
before, and he brought us a big dish of
stewed pears the next day. They were fine
but you sure would have died laughing if
you had seen us. They were cooked with
the skin on and we supposed they were raw
ones, and they looked just like rotten raw
pears and when he offered them to us I took
one just to be polite and wasn't going to
eat it, but he didn't leave and so I had to
taste it anyhow. It was about the best
pear I ever ate. Of course it didn't take
us long to finish them after that.
I don't know any more to write now. I'm
afraid I have said too much already and
won't have anything to write next time.
Write often.
KENNETH.

COLLEGE FRESHMEN.
Ever since school opened this fall the
College Freshmen have been attempting to
secure a day in which to hold a class meet
ing in order to organize. Meetings for this
purpose have been planned at different
times but for various reasons have been
postponed. Finally, on Thursday, Oct. 18,
someone passed a small piece of paper along
the Freshie rows in chapel, requesting all
Freshmten to meet in Room 9 at 1 p. m.
We held our m'eeting and organized the
class of '22, with the following officers:
President—Fred Thomas.
Vice President—Mont Oliver.
Secretary—Mildred Atkinson.
Treasurer—Homer Henderson.
Reporter—John D. Skow.
Serge int-at-Arm's—John Bugher.
• We need not hesitate in saying we are
the largest class in school, and the one
with the most "pep." If you doubt this
fact, just watch our "smoke." Before the
year is over we intend to make even the
dignified Seniors take notice.
The Freshmen have a Basket Ball team
"that during the year will challenge all
classes in College, and the whole Academy.
Of course we will admit there is a slight
possibility of us being defeated, but if there
is such a thing as dying, we are going to
die hard.
The Freshies are planning some big
events for the year in which we will expose
somb of our talent, of which we are not
lacking. If you don't think we are right
there, wait and see.
JOHN D. SKOW, Reporter.
We congratulate the Freshmen pn their
pep. We cannot find it in our heart to
pencil • up their enthusiastic report as it
should be penciled. Go to it, Freshies.—
(The Editor.)

THINKING IN RELATION TO
RELIGION.
(By Prof. Newton Wray.)
The basis of a religious life is right
thinking. A thoughtless man will either
have no conception of religion, or have only
a foolish and distorted notion of its nature
and claims.
Thinking is the condition of knowledge,
and knowledge precedes responsible con
duct. I must know what is right before I
can do it. Granting that the heart is the
motive-center of a Christian life, the awak
ening of this center is due to the action of
the mind. While a man can not live such
a life until his heart is renewed, the sur
render of that heart follows upon right
thinking.
The assertion that religion is simply a
mutter of faith needs qualification. Relig
ion is knowledge. John 17:3. This knowl
edge is a matter of revelation; but of the
reality of that revelation the mind must
judge, and so thought is the first step to
ward the attainment of such knowledge.
Faith succeeds thought in the order of
this attainment. Faith is the most rational
thing, having no existence apart from evi
dence. To accept anything without evidence
is blind credulity. To exercise faith in an
object, I must have proof of its reality.
Reason has to do with this proof.
Faith
simply grows upon its acceptance.
Instead, therefore, of making nothing of
reason, religion depends upon its exercise,
and gives the largest opportunity to the
thinking faculty. Those who affirm other
wise are Don Quixotes, attacking the image
of their own fancy, and the outcome is no
better with them than it was with the fam
ous knight of fiction.
Having endowed us with a mind, the
Creator expects us to use it in discovering
his will and in applying ourselves to its
accomplishment. Not to think is not to dis
criminate. And he who does not discrim
inate is sure to confound error with truth.
To illustrate: The abuse of a good thingshould net be confused with its use. We
must not take Churehanity for Christian
ity, nor identify the perversion of religion
with religion itself.
If any subject over demanded sincere and
earnest thought, it is Christianity.
Christian.ty is a system of thought.
"What think ye of Christ?"
We are commanded to "prove all things"
and to "hold fast the good."
It is rash and perilous to pay no atten
tion to a system that asserts the most sol
emn claim upon every soul. Ignorance is a
crime, when the means of knowledge are
at hand. It is a mark of dishonesty.
There are those who, having heard or
read something against Christianity, as
sent to it because it is so much easier to
believe a falsehood than to search for the
truth, which is sometimes too disagreeable
to be desired. Objections to the truth often
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simulate truth so well, seem so plausible,
and are so in keeping with the carnal feel
ings, that they are taken for granted. The
delusion arises that one cannot be con
demned.
But can such a belief be sincere? Is it
honest? The subject has not been consid
ered with the candor and care its impor
tance demands. Penetrate the veil of ex
cuse and you reach this fact: Unbelief is
the offspring of an ignorance due to neg
lect to think. This means dishonesty to
God!
Every man is responsible for the light
he might have by putting forth the proper
effort.
Gen. Alfred H. Terry wrote a letter to
Gen. Fitz John Porter, acknowledging his
culpable ignorance of the latter's innocence
of something with which he had been
charged, and condemning himself for hav
ing judged the latter without an honest
effort to find the truth.
Men cannot escape responsibility for
their unbelief. Let them know that it is
not merely unfortunate to be ignorant of
religion. It is sin. "If a soul sin and
commit any of the things which are for
bidden to be done by the commandments of
the Lord, though he wist it not, yet is he
guilty, and shall bear his iniquity."
He may think long and deeply on other
themes, yet, dismissing the Gospel from
his mind, of what avail to his soul is his
thinking?
Consideration is the first step to con
version.
It was when the Prodigal in the Gospel
"came to himself" that he said what he did
about home and returning to his father.
That is, he began to THINK. "I thought on
my ways," said the Psalmist, "and turned
my feet to Thy testimonies."
Alexander Hamilton, the great statesman
who in the early days of our country's his
tory, put her financial interests on an im
movable foundation, thus relates how he
became convinced of the truth of Chris
tianity:
"I
had
been
spending an
evening in company with several noted
infidels. I had indulged in remarks much
to the disadvantage of Christians and dis
paragement of their religion. I had gone
further than ever before in this way. Com
ing home I stood late at night on the door
step waiting for my servant. In this mo
ment of stillness, my thoughts returned to
what had just passed, and what I had said,
and then something seemed to say, 'And
what if after all the Christian religion be
true? The thought filled me with alarm.
I was conscious I had examined Christian
ity even with less attention than a small
retaining fee requires in civil cases. In my
profession I hold myself bound to make up
my mind according to the laws of evidence
and shall nothing short of this be done in
that which involves the fate of man's im
mortal being ? Then—everything is at
stake. Shall 1 bargain all without inquiry?
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Willfully blinding my eyes, shall I laugh
at that which, if true, will laugh me to
scorn in the day of judgment? These ques
tions did not allow me to sleep quietly. In
the morning I sent for such books as treat
ed on the evidences of Christianity. I read
them, and the result is I believe the religion
of the Christians to be the truth, that Jesus
Christ is the Son of God, that he made an
atonement for our sins by His death, and
that he rose for our justification."
An honest seeker will not long remain in
spiritual darkness. Partial, onesided think
ing is not the road to light.
This is often another name for evil
thinking. While it is true that "as a man
thinketh in his heart, so is he," it is also
true that his conduct has a reflex influence
on his thinking. Wedded to evil ways, he
has some reason for thinking evil of Chris
tianity. He thinks evil, because he is evil.
A young clergyman visiting the home of
his sister, met there a company, among
them being a • talkative military gentleman
who indulged his infidelity in a very offens
ive manner. "You seem to forget, sir,
that my brother is a minister," said the
hostess. Oh, no," said he, laughingly, "my
young friend here and I understand each
other." And turning to the minister, with
a patronizing impudence, he said, "Is it
not so, sir? Your office requires you to tell
the old story, which for the ignorant may
do very well to believe, but as a man of cul
ture you yourself cannot put faith in these
worn-out doctrines "
The clergyman looked at the questioner
for a minute, and then replied: "Sir, be
fore answering your question I must ask
you three. You are an atheist. Such peo
ple have always been in the world. One
class of these have speculated and groped
until they have fallen into despair, and
said, 'There is no God.' Do you belong to
that class?" 'No," laughed the officer,
"thinking is not to my taste. I am no phil
osopher."
"Another class are those who have learn
ed to speak frivolously of God merely be
cause they learned to do it where such talk
is the fashion. Are you one of them?"
"No, sir," replied the officer coloring. "I
am not a blind follower of others."
"There is but one more class of atheists,"
continued the minister, "those who have
wallowed in sin till they must either expect
the horrors of remorse or kill their con- •
science; as the shortest way to get rid of
it they declare there is no God."
There was no need to repeat the ques
tion; for the eyes of the whole company
turned upon the confused scoffer made this
unnecessary.
"To think aright," said Pascal, "is the
sum of human duty; and the true art of
thinking is to begin with ourselves, our
Author, and our end. And yet what is it
that engrosses the thoughts of the world?
Not any of these objects; but pleasure,
wealth, honor, and esteem; in fine,
the
making ourselves kings without reflecting
what it is to be a king or to be a man."

The end of such a course is utter and ir
retrievable disaster. He who thus lives
will find at last that he has been cheated
and mocked by fancies; that the only abid
ing realities have been overlooked and dis
carded for the baseless phantoms of time
and sense; and there he stands, face to face
with the record of his folly and guilt.
"There is a way that seemeth right unto a
man, but the ends thereof are the ways of
death."
Right thinking leads us to God and His
Christ. "Thy word is truth." To possess
this truth; to be subject to the holy will
for which it stands; to know God and Jesus
Christ whom He hath sent, and to have
eternal life—this is the end of right think
ing, whose only process is that of candor
and fidelity.
Who among us have followed the true
art of thinking, as stated by Pascal, be
ginning with OURSELVES, OUR AUTHOR
and OUR END?
This includes the wjiole compass of eonduct, as expressed by the Psalmist, "our
ways."
These "ways" indicate the trend of one's
life, the course he pursues to eternity, and
so we may resolve the subject into the
inquiry, What way are you going? Is it
a way of harmony with Pod, of peace, of
immortal hope ? Is it well with your soul ?
May God help you to answer this question
by "turning your feet to His testimonies."
Enter the way of Salvation revealed in the
Gospel, and then run with patience the race
set before you, looking unto Jesus, the

author and finisher
of faith. So shall you
reach the goal of eternal blessedness and
share the palm and the crown.

"hardware
COMPLETE LINE OF STOVES
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES.
SPORTING GOODS.
AUTO SUPPLIES.
SHELF HARDWARE
of all kinds.

AUTOS REPAIRED

AT OUR GARAGE ON SOUTH
MAIN STREET.

BELL HARDWARE CO.

Phone 341.

Upland.

CITY MEAT MARKET^
Pure Food Products
ALL KINDS OF FRESH AND
SALT MEATS
FISH AND OYSTERS
HEINZ PICKLES
FRESH MILK
OLEOMARGARINE
FLEISCHMAN'S YEAST
BREAD, CRACKERS, ETC.

F. E. BRODERICK
PHONE 991.

UPLAND, IND.

THE LEADING HOME FURNISHERS

FURNITURE
CARPETS
STOVES
RUOS
ETC.
Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph

HOOVERS
HARTFORD C I T Y , IND.

We are units of a chain of 25 stores
We can serve you not only cheapest
But we can serve you best
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EDITORIAL
The life of an editor is very interesting.
We are learning somewhat of the joys and
sorrows that proverbially occupy the life
of his Editorship. Even thus early in our
editing activities have we come in contact
with many of the propositions which we
suppose an editor must invariably face.
We know the satisfaction of receiving
encouraging reports from our circulation
manager and our advertising manager.
We have rejoiced with the business man
ager over an at least acceptable condition
in his department. We have been gratified
by the enthusiasm and ability of our as
sociates. We have read with satisfaction
the articles legibly and carefully written,
by some reporters.
Also we have experienced, even thus
early, what it is to be disappointed in prom
ised material. We know how it feels to have
an article promised and then when we
request its delivery to receive—more prom
ises. We have had reporters turn in their
contributions, carelessly and illegibly writ
ten. We have been unduly criticised. Wte
have been unduly complimented.
We have seen faithfulness and sincerity
and dependableness evidenced in human
character.
We have seen the opposite
traits made manifest. We have had our
respect and confidence in some people
strengthened; in others weakened.
We have worked. We have hurried. We
have urged. We have thot.
We have
plead. We have worried. We have won
dered.
We have reflected.
We have
thanked.
We have corrected. We have
changed. We have refused. Indeed, an
editor escapes almost nothing. One thing
we have escaped—rest. We fully believe
that just as there is no rest for the wicked,
so is there no rest for an editor.
We are not complaining. We are not
finding fault. We are merely discussing
the usual, even tenor of an editor's
existence.
What are we set on earth for? Say, to toil,
Nor seek to leave thy tending of the vines,
For all the heat o' the day, till it declines,
And Death's mild curfew shall from
work assoil.

God did anoint thee with His odorous oil
To wrestle, not to reign.
Students! When you are in Upland, or
Marion, or Hartford City, patronize the
men who advertise in the Echo. Show them
you appreciate their support of your paper.
The men who want student trade badly
enough to advertise for it are the men who
will please you with their business.

DR. O. L. STOUT
Office Over Bank.
Phones: Office 951.

H. S. JEFFREY, M. D.
PHONE 362.

UPLAND, IND.

DR. W. D. PLACE
DENTIST
Opp. Post Office.

Hartford Citv.

W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.

Diseases and Surgery of the Eye,
Ear, Nose and Throat.
GLASSES FITTED
Office and Hospital at 214 High Street
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

BARTON R. POGUE
Kodak Finishing, Enlargements and
Group Work.
Upland.

Residence Main St.
DON'T FAIL TO SEE

City Barber Shop

V I C K R E Y

THE UNIVERSITY BARBER

HARTFORD HOTEL

Hartford City, Indiana

Residence 924.

FIRST CLASS WORK
PRICES RIGHT.
RAZORS HONED.

Your Best Friend and Worst
Enemy Will Agree About
this Coat.
The first thing an overcoat should do
is protect you from the weather. It
must be serviceable, though, and look
well at the same time. Here's a
Clothcraft Overcoat that does all
three and at a cost that won't make
your pocketbook feel badly. For
$18.00 we can supply the coat shown
here in any one of several exellent
fabrics. Other Clothcraft Overcoats
and Suits at $15 to $25.

GOLDEN EAGLE
UPLAND

INDIANA

CLOTHCRAFT
Clothes
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O R G A N I Z A T I O N S
THE PRAYER BAND.
The Prayer Band of Taylor University is
an organization of the school, for the pur
pose of teaching students how to obtain
things by prayer. The meetings are held
every Wednesday evening at six o'clock
in room seven.
If the walls of room seven could speak,
we are sure they would tell of victories
won; in the home-land, in the mission field
and even now victories being won in the
lives of the boys at the front; because mem
bers of the Prayer band have communed
with God. The first meeting of the school
year was held Oct. 3, at which meeting elec
tion of officers took place. After election
there was a prayer and praise service.
On Oct. 10 our second meeting was con
ducted by the president of the Band, Mr.
Blades. The Spirit blessed in a remarkable
way. The prayers seemed to reach the
throne of God so easily. Hearts poured out
their gratitude to God for His numberless
gifts of love and goodness to them. A tes
timony meeting followed. The keynote of
the testimonies was the conviction and
knowledge that Jesus is the true Christ.
He is not merely a perfect man, but He
is the Messiah, the One who saves from sin.
This message is needed the world over; for
JesuS, in John 12:32, said, "And I, if I be
lifted up from the earth, will draw all men
, unto me.
These years demand men and women of
prayer; those who really know and b i
the promises of God; those who live with
Christ and yet dwell on the earth. In the
Wednesday night prayer meeting students
learn to be intercessors. What a grand
privilege to thus be taught the prayer life
by the holy spirit.
"I cannot reach Thee through the mists
which lie
About my path tonight;
Yet in the darkness Faith uplifts her eye
Towards the changeless light;
Thou knowest, hearest, my unspoken
prayer.
Doth not the Spirit read
This heart of mine and tell Thee all my
care,
My longing and my need ?
Reporter—A. E. E.

THE

EULOGONIAN
CLUB.

DEBATING

The highest ideal of a man is to develop
the talent which God has given to him.
The Eulogonian Debating Club has the
high ambition of helping young men to de
velop in public speaking.
Our motto is:
"Personal development of each member."
This club has not always waved the banner
of victory, nor has it always succumbed to
opposing forces; it has known disappoint
ments, has borne the exactions of critics,
and has reaped the fruits of error. Spurred
on to greater and more earnest efforts by
defeat, and encouraged by many victories,

the Eulogonians are pressing on to ulti
mate efficiency.
In the attempt to carry out its mission,
the club has made an unusually high re
cord, out of a total of ten inter-club de
bates the Eulogonian has won five and still
the prospects are bright. A large part of
the inter-society debaters have been suc
cessful Eulogonians. At the beginning of
another school year the Eulogonians are
up and doing.
Those of our club who have answered
their country's call and have gone to the
front are: N. E. Hanson, Von Hanson,
Floyd Barnett, Fred Hall, Purcil' C. Parker,
Miller J. Harding, Howard Koch, Roland
L. Pickett, C. J. Bushey, Glen R. Asplin,
Don A. Cook, Herman Hess, Newman Hogle, Orville Taylor, Joseph Arbona and M.
W. Tapp.)
We met for the first time this year with
a good send-off and some good live speak
ing, both from old members and from vis
itors. The first business was the election
of new officers to fill the places made va
cant by boys gone to the front. Robert
McCutchen acted as president and the fol
lowing officers were elected:
President—G. C. Dibert.
Vice President—E. R. Erickson.
Reporter—L. A. White.
The prospects of the club are good and
the old members invite all new students to
visit us ana join the debating club of their
choice.
L. A. WHITE, Reporter.

AN IDEAL
Every Church, College or Success
ful Business has an ideal,
Taylor University! has an ibeal.
The hundreds of successful alumni
look back with grateful memory to that
Ideal which was the means of their get
ting an education otherwise impossible.
Our Ideal is to make our store a
place where it is pleasaut to trade.
We strive to maintain among our
force such a friendliness and

desire

for good service that y)ou are confident
of getting the most for your money.
The Boss says that his twenty-two
years in the Hardware Business means
more to him for the friendships among
his customers than for the financial
success.
You will like to trade here.
Give us a trial.

Lieber Hardware
Company
South Side Square

Hartford City)

SOANGETAHA TIME HAS COME.
Seventy? What a crowd! Where? When
did they go ? Cease that rapid fire of cross
questions and I'll try to answer you.
The present members and the membersto-be of the Soingetaha Debating Club
made up the crowd. Away they filed, at
the Wednesday evening supper hour, bound
for the gym. They wore their "comfy"
clothes and carried all their available cush
ions.
For a little while they played old-fash
ioned games, but soon were seated "tailorwise," in a great living circle. Then came
supper, a queer one, to be sure. No plate
was visible, neither a fork, nor yet a knife.
A large dish pan of bread appeared, and
was passed around that gigantic ring of
lovely laughing lassies. Likewise a bakingpan of "red-hot" weinies, a pot of steaming
coffee, a box of fluffy,
snowy marshmnllows, and other good, wholesome and deli
cious things went the round. Once around
the circle, all the goodies were placed in
the center of the ring for "seconds."
You think you'd have enjoyed that even
ing? Well come and see if you would not
enjoy our Saturday evening regular Club
meetings, girls, and boys too, for
To mlasculine rap
Or feminine tap
Our door swings wide.
R. O. T., Reporter.
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JEWELRY
Our assortment is varied and most
complete.
CHRISTMAS IS COMING—Don't
be a slacker.
FINE WATCH AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING.

C. C. FARIS
JEWELER

S. S. SQUARE.

MARION.

BEN BRADFORD
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
U p l a n d

.

.
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WHEN THE GIRLS WERE AWAY,
WHAT DID THE BOYS DO?
On entering- the Dining Hall on this
eventful occasion, there was one grand
scramble for tables. Surely not at the or
derly Dining Hall! Yes, all order was laid
aside for the time being.
The rules of etiquette were either abso
lutely forgotten or done away with! Those
little yellow-backed books with the word
"Etiquette" stamped on the front of them
were not to be seen on this night.
Did we do justice to the eats? Ask
those who were there. Round and round
traveled those flaky, hot rolls. There were
no "seconds" for it went from firsts
to
thirds.
After our dainty repast, Mr. Mulkin
served as toa'stmaster, having been unani
mously elected by himself. He introduced
Mr. Percy Boat as the first speaker, his
subject to be "True Americanism." Feeling
deeply the importance and dignity of the
occasion, Percy began with the usual "La
dies and Gentlemen." He spoke no more,
for his embarrassment left him truly
speechless.
After restoring order, Mr. Mulkin an
nounced Mr. Ralpn Johnson. This speaker
also blundered onto "Ladies and Gentle
men." Mr. Johnson, however, quickly re
covered and collected his thoughts.
Mr. Roscoe Pool, the littlest great man
in Taylor, was called upon to deliver some
manly advice and admonition. Mr. Pool,
however, refused to speak.
A motion was put before the assembly
asking the unanimous consent to have one
evening each week reserved as the "Boys
Hour." This motion failed to pass, so the
same old routine is being carried out ax
the Dining Hall.
R. E. JOHNSON.
On October 18, about twenty young peo
ple, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Westlnke
and Mr. and Mtrs. Boyer, took advantage of
the ideal weather and went for a hike.
In one of the most gorgeously arrayed
woodlands not far distant, a fire was kin
dled at dusk, and even the Dean and the
Preceptress would have given us their
smile of approval had they witnessed the
unusual setting of the scene.
In the m'idst of a cluster of beautiful
trees leaped the catnip fire.
As the shad
ows deepened a mutual silence settled over
the group. The good-night songs of the
katy-dids lent a wierdness to the scene.
To some it seemed that they were singing
the funeral dirge of dead affections. With
one accord the girls seated themselves on
one side of the fire and the boys took their
places on the opposite side. Under the di
rection of Prof. Westlake, who artktically
wielded the baton of foliage, a number of
choruses were harmoniously (?) rendered
by the boys, to which the girls gave a hear
ty response.
When all were deep in the spirit of "Per
fect Day," lo! the reverie was broken by
the sound of the bell at T. U. And from
somewhere out of the past came a voice,
"Seven o'clock sharp."

YE KOLONIAL KLIPPINGS.

Malcolm, B. Wilcox was a guest at
Klub Sunday evening, Oct. 14.

the

On October 15th plans were made for an
oyster-cocktail and rabbit-fry supper. The
members of the Klub would not consider
for a moment having such a spread all by
themselves, so each member was instructed
to
well—-—invite SOME ONE. Henry
Schlarb was appointed to shoot the rabbits.
The Klub also suggested that he wear his
scout suit so that when he is marching with
a gun over his shoulder he might become
enthusiastic and imagine that he is pur
suing Germans instead of rabbits.
Mr. Frederick Thomas, of Ohio, the junior
member of our Klub, is some fellow. He is
good looking, modest and intelligent. One
thing he lacks, the nerve to face a thunderinfi No! from the mouth of a woman.

Don't Send Letters
away without having your name
and address printed on the en
velope. Uncle Sam wants to
know where to return them to
in case he cannot deliver them.
We handle a good line of sta
tionery and can furnish you
some neatly printed to order at
very little more than the plain
paper and envelopes cost you
when bought in snlall quantities.
OUR PRINTING PLEASES
TRY US

YEATER PRINTING
COMPANY
Phone 271.

Upland, Ind.

We are very sorry to notice that John
"Dewey" Skow, the Klub's vociferous
member, has fallen from the S. P. "reg
ulars" and his joined the roustabouts. We
personally believe that the only real life is
that enjoyed by a regular.
A. C. Lee, of Alabama, has cast his lot
with the chosen few. We should consider
ourselves very fortunate in having such
a prominent man join our ranks. He is
chiefly noted for his oratorical and debating
ability. We realized his importance and
assigned him to the position of assistant
manager. The Klub voted that he should
occupy a place at the head of the table
any time that Rev. Henry Clay Schlarb is
absent.
Our honorable waiter, J. Floyd Seelig,
and his affectionate brother, "Bud," were
visiting at Richmond, Ind., Sunday, Oct. 14.
The Kolonkl Klub has been highly fav
ored this week by the addition of a new
member, in the person of H. Aldred Wigg,
of Pittsburg, Pa. As every one knows, Mr.
Wigg is one of the best pianists in school,
and we are indeed fortunate in having him
join us. "Wiggy" says he is enjoying the
Klub "eats" and from, all appearances this
is true, for he is always first at the table
and last away. After each meal "Wiggy"
gives us a concert which is much enjoyed
by those present.
Three cheers for "Wiggy," the new mem
ber of Ye Kolonial Klub.
Everything is progressing nicely at the
Y. K. K. and judging from what we have
heard and seen the boys are thoroughly en
joying the "grub."—F. P. F.

IS
A FURNITURE STORE
IN MARION
'That is conducted by people
who love (heir work

EGGETTE
is a pure food product which takes
the place of eggs in making cakes,
cookies, pumpkin pie, corn bread, etc.
One package is equivalent to one
dozen eggs, used in this way.
PRICE 10c PER PKG.

MRS. W. E. YEATER
Phone 271

DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, BREAD
AND COOKIES, AT

SARGENT'S BAKERY
Upland, Ind.

C. W. ODEN
—FOR—

Watch and Clock Repairing
1st Door North of Bank

FURNITURE & RUGS
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WOMENS READY
TO WEAR GARMENTS,

MENS AND BOYS
CLOTHING,

HATS, CAPS,
SHOES. ETC,

Univ. Add.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

MILLINERY,
DRY GOODS.
GLOVES. NECK WEAR
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ATHLETICS.

.On the evening of Saturday, Oct. 13, 1917,
the younger boys of the Philo-Thalo so
cieties engaged in battle for sportsmanship
honors in Basket Ball, on the gym floor.
The game was very well played by the lads
of the University, being hard fought from
the first
moments of play until the last
whistle of the referee was blown.
The Philo five were somewhat outclassed
as to weight and age, but their accuracy
and speed partly offset this disadvantage
under which they played. The Thalos played
a very fine game throughout the time of
play. When the final whistle blew they
lead their opponents by more than a halfdozen points. The line-up:
Thalos.
Philo.
Ridout
Forwards
W. Ayres
Zange
G. Ayres
Gillespie
Lacey
Center
Max Hobbs
Fladseth
Guards
R. Conley
Speicher
"Bud" Seelig
Until the rainy season struck us the ten
nis courts were the scene of much good
playing. But Tennis Manager McCutchen
is very thankful that it rained, for it re
lieved the pressure greatly. During the
beautiful warm "Indian summer" days the
courts were always "booked" hours ahead
of time.
Almost every evening the basket ball
squads of the different college and academy
classes are in practice. The society ath
letes are also keeping themselves in as
good trim as possible for the coming series
of games.
The Philo girls have been out for prac
tice. The prospects are very good for a
strong aggregation of the girls to defend
the "Blue and White." Miss Farol Horner
acting captain for the time being, urges all
Philo girls to be out for practice.

JUNIOR VS. FRESHMAN.

After the game comes the re-playing by
the onlookers and especially the reporter
for the Echo. The Junior-Freshman game
could hardly be called basket ball, but
rather should be termed a tussle.
The
playing of good basket ball was constantly
interrupted by the referee calling fouls,
"two men on," "running with ball," and
"personal." Despite this, or perhaps be
cause of these things, the game was in
tensely interesting to the crowd gathered
in the "coop" above the players. The
shrieks of the girls told of some player
whom they supposed to be hurt, and their
almost audible hushes bespoke an unmade
basket.
The Juniors went into the game with un
bounded
over-confidence. The Freshies
came onto the floor to win. The closeness
of the score reveals how tenaciously the
rivals fought for every goal made.
The Juniors started their scoring by
shooting the free goals from the fouls made
by their over-anxious opponents. Snider

scored the first field
goal for the Freshies
by breaking through the guarding of Mc
Cutchen to shoot the basket. Stiles made
all but eight of the points for his team, and
together with Wilcox, the forwards worked
their end of the floor with a rush.
McCutchen did his best to out-jump his
lengthy opponent center, Muneke, and had
it not been for the splendid covering-up of
Roberts a,nd Harm, the Freshmen forwards
would have gotten more shots at their bas
kets.
Fox and Snider were in the very midst
of the fray, Fox being very fast on his
passing, and Snider doing the basket-shoot
ing. Possibly the most conspicuous man
on the floor was "Jack" Skow. He surely
went into the game with every ounce of
his energy and best supply of determina
tion. He certainly was determined to hold
Stiles to a limited number of baskets. There
is no doubt but what he did his part re
markably well and fought grimly to keep
the score low.
It was undoubtedly the closest game that
will be played on the floor this season, for
the final score stood:
Juniors—20.
Freshmen—19.
Juniors.
Freshies.
Stiles
Wilcox

Forwards

McCutchen, Capt.._Center
Roberts
'
Guards
Harm
Seelig
Subs

Snider
Fox
Muneke, Capt.
Thomas
Skow
High
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EATS
DRY GOODS
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Upland, Ind.

ALL TINGS MUSICAL
We will be pleased to dem
onstrate any of our many
instruments you may \ U
to hear. Prices and terms
are right.

BUTLER MUSIC CO.
Marion, Indiana
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent
Phone 934
Upland, Ind.

V. Zellar

Students have Dexheimer make
your next Photos.

ERVINS

Taylor University
business will be
appreciated by

HARTFORD CITY
'Where you see the new styles
First"

Ladies Ready To Wear
Gents Furnishings
Dry Goods
Shoes

"Marion's Best
Store For Men"

N. SHIFF
CLOTHIER

Good Clothes
For the Youn£ Fellow
and His Dad
EAST SIDE SQUARE

MARION
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Price Clothing
Company
S Side Square

1C6 E. 4th St.

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
SIMPLICISSIMUS.
Things That Never Happen—
A chapel service that isn't half announce
ments.
Professor Peavy teach a class without
telling a story.
Everyone in school subscribe for "The
Echo."
A chy go by without somebody asking
the book-store manager and the postman
to open up out of hours.
Any one have any lessons prepared on
Monday.
John Leamon miss a chance for S. P.'s.
All the organization reporters get their
reports in on time.
The rising bell ring on time.
A chapel service that Professor Zimmer
man doesn't call a meeting of English
Twelve.
Bill Young get up for breakfast.
J. Floyd Seelig keep still two minutes.
At an evangelistic service at Glasgow,
the other day, the preacher, at the end of
his address, cried: "Now all you good people
who mean to go to heaven with me, stand
up!" With a surge of enthusiasm the audit.'iGe sprang to their feet—all but an old
Scotchman in the front row, who sat still.
The horrified evangelist wrung his hands,
rnd, addressing him, said: "My good man,
my good man, don't you want to go to
heaven?" Clear and deliberate came the
answer: "Awe, Awm gangin', but no wi' a
pairsonally-conducted party!"
Feminine Fashion Note—If your jaws
have a long stroke don't wear a tight veil
when you chew gum.
That's What the Record Shows—
At a military tribunal in the border dis
trict the other day one member asked the
applicant, a shepherd, if he knew of any
reason why his work should not be urdert; ken by a woman.
"A woman once tried it," replied the ap
plicant, "and she made a mess of it."
"Who was she?" inquired the chairman.
"Bo-Peep," answered the shepherd.

Student—"Gee! Caesar must have teen
a strong man."
Teacher—"Why ?"
student—"Because the book says that he
pitched his camp across the river."

nite Rexall Store
Has a thoroughly reliable remedy
for every) ailment

FOR SALE!
I have a $35.00 Gasoline Range
Cook Stove which I must dispose of.
I will sell at a bargain.
HARVEY BROWN.

Fancy Stationery, High Grade

NELSONS STUDIO

Candies, Eastman Kodaks and

For Photographs of All Kinds
Framing and Enlargements
Cirkut Photo

Supplies

2

Phone 534

to

4

feet in length
Hartford City

Books and School Supplies

Rubber Goods and Toilet Articles
Bibles and Testaments

DR. W. G. BRAUCHLA
DENTIST
Successor to H. G. Graville
Phone 952.

Upland, Ind.

The Corner Grocery
GROCERIES AND NOTIONS
MRS. MARY HOLMES, Prop.
University Addition.
Phone 334

Dexheimer, grand prize winner of
Indiana.

PIONEER
DRUG STORE
The Rexall Store
Upland

Indiana

Blumenthal & Co.
Marion, Indiana

"I'm trying to get back to my poor old
father," whined a tramp. "He aint seen my
face for ten long years!"
"I believe you're speaking the truth,"
muttered the man he had approached. "Why
don't you wash it?"
J. Floyd Seelig says "that the hypothesis
of the de novo generation of biological phe
nomena can not be supported, because the
universal disintegration effected upon pro
toplasm by oxidation and the concomitant
reintegration by intussusception, in addi
tion to the acute inherent susceptibility to
thermotropic and sitotropic stimulation of
microorganisms proves the impossibility of
the accuracy of such a hpyothetical propo
sition." We are glad to say that we can
agree absolutely with Floyd. He certainly
has the right idea.

Home of Toung
Men's Good Clofhes

©

Tailored M Fashion Park
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Upland, Indiana
Taylor University opened its doors Sept. 26, with
as fine a body of students as ever entered the school.
The question all summer by friends of the school
has been, "What effect will the War have on the school?"
We are glad to report, not so much as we feared. The
enrollment to date is 246. That is nearly as good as last
year at this time.
PREPAREDNESS
The United States Government has urged all the
young people to go to school this year in the interest of
Preparedness, and the response to this is indicated by
the large number enrolling at Taylor.

The watch-word of the hour is Preparedness. Someone has said,
"It is idle to suggest that the United States has made great strides in arriv
ing at a condition of preparedness. There is only one condition of prepared
ness in a war such as we are in now, and that is complete preparedness
which is only m'ade possible by one hundred per cent efficiency and co-opera
tion. It will not do for fifty per cent of the people to give full measure of
help to the administration and the other fifty to be indifferent and
apathetic. It must be one hundred per cent as to numbers, efficiency, loy
alty and desire to help. The above is very true in its application to the war
on ignorance.
What is the great cause of inefficiency? Ignorance. The United
States cannot afford to be unprepared in this warfare. One of our most
efficient veterans for this war is Taylor University. Considering the pres
ent war, it is also true that the real cause of worry lies in the fact that there
is not a realization of the strength of our enenfy, there is no contemplation
or thought of the possibility of defeat. No one of course believes in defeat,
but everyone should realize that victory must come quickly and effectively
if we are to be spared the expenditure of unlimited blood and treasure. So
it is with this great warfare with ignorance. The danger is in not realiz
ing the strength of our enemy, and the necessity of great effort to over
come it.
THE OPPORTUNITIES OF TAYLOR UNIVERSITY—First, there
is the business course. We have in our teachers Mr. J. J. Theobald, a most
excellent teacher of Book Keeping, Stenography and Typewriting. There
is no need of people of this vicinity leaving the city to go elsewhere for this
work. Every opportunity for this kind of work is offered in Taylor Univer
sity. Then there is the Music Department. This department is first class
in every particular. In our director, Dr. Verne Westlake, we have one of
the finest musicians in the country. It is a great privilege to take your
music at Taylor University. Investigate this situation and do not leave"this
community to go elsewhere for your music. If it is Vocal Music you wish,
we have an efficient teacher in this department. So in our College and in
our Academy. Our Academy is commissioned by the state as a High School.
That guarantees its high standard. Courses are offered in Theoiogy, Art,
Oratory, Domestic Science. Send for a catalogue.

President M. Vayhinger, Upland, Ind.

